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Spigen L22CS23076 mobile phone case
(L22CS23076)
Huawei P20 Lite / Nova 3e Case Neo Hybrid
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 12.62 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 2.65 €

Product details:
Product code: L22CS23076
EAN: 8809565307317
Manufacturer: Spigen

15.27 €
* VAT included
A fan favorite for its timeless design deceivingly packed with everyday defense. The Neo Hybrid's fine-cut bumper with
a shock-absorbent cover displays optimum precision for maximum slimness. The latest Neo Hybrid design bears years
of experiment and fine tuning, now even stronger to withstand any form of shock. The back is detailed with modernity
and an overall sleek look with an all-black matte finish. Encase the all-new Huawei P20 Lite / Nova 3e the Neo Hybrid®
with timeless style and defense.
- A long-time fan favorite for timeless drop protection with style
- Two-part design contains shock-absorbent layer with rigid bumper frame
- Form-fitted construction to remain slim and pocket-friendly
- Precise cutouts and tactile buttons ensure quick access and feedback
- Certified Mil-Grade Protection that you can trust
Main specifications:

Features
Case type:
Colour of product:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:

Cover case
Black
Huawei
Huawei P20 Lite / Nova 3e

Design
Material:

Polycarbonate,Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

